
Katalyst - blokart edition

product release
available to order now

You’ve seen the blokart revolutionize the sport of land sailing 
and give traditional ice karts a run for their money. 

Now experience blokart sailing on the water - this ultimate 
accessory will take your blokart experience to the next level!

Keeping true to the blokart ethos of; fun, fast and compact. 
Sitting in a ‘deck-chair’ facing forward, steering with a 
handlebar powered by a safe, forgiving rig (difficult to 
capsize)...... recreational sailng has never been easier.

- no trailer required (unlike other water craft)
- easy home storage
- simple transportation
- fast assembly



The Package Includes
A pair of Hulls
These high performance custom designed fibre glass hulls 
have been developed and tested by the experienced team of 
boat designers at Katalyst MarineLtd. Each hand crafted Hull 
is 3.3m long with a volume of approximately 200L, with a 
water tight hatch that allows you to store all the other 
componets inside when packed down. The starboard hull 
includes a steering cable complete with a steering quadrant to 
replace the blokart front fork to facilitate handle bar steering.

Spars
Custome designed extruded aluminium spars fore and aft 
connect the two hulls and provide a rigid platform to mount 
your blokart onto. A couple of stainless steel fore struts 
combine with your blokart struts to triangulate the hulls to 
increase rigidity.

Steering Set
A pair of durable custom designed injection molded kick-up 
rudders complete with a fibre glass tiller, connect to the 
steering cable to provide simple handle bar steering.

TESTIMONIAL: ‘Now I can keep sailing when the tide comes in’ 
Jono Craig, NZ



Extra Accessories
Beach Trolley
Assemble the Katalyst where you 
park and single handedly wheel it 
down to the water. The trolley 
packs down into your rudder bag 
and can be stowed inside the hull 
while sailing. Use your existing 
blokart wheels with the trolley or 
get the bushed beach wheels (no 
bearings so no worries about water 
damage).

Roof Rack Mount
Simply clamps onto your exitsing roof 
rack and keys into the hulls and secure 
with tri-knobs the same way the spars do, 
no tie-downs required. Available in one 
and two boat options. 

Shallow Draft Rudders
Are you going to be sailing in 
shallow water? The shallow draft 
rudder gives you increased rudder 
surface with reduced draft, sail in 
0.5m of water.

Check out complete details at 
www.katalystmarine.com


